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I. INTRODUCTION

In this essay, Peter Hayes “demonstrates reason for hope that civil society-based, non-state actors will continue to use ideational power to build pan-Pacific bridges leading to sustainability, security and peace in our time. They are not the only bridge builders and cannot achieve their goals alone. But their responsible use of ideational power will assist the next generation of leaders willing to embrace uncertainty and each other to walk across these bridges together.”

Peter Hayes is Director of the Nautilus Institute and Honorary Professor at the Centre for International Security Studies at the University of Sydney.

This essay was delivered at the Pacific Century Institute’s annual 2019 Annual Award Dinner on February 28, 2019 in Los Angeles where Hayes received the Pacific Century Institute’s annual Individual Building Bridges award for exemplifying PCI’s vision of building bridges of understanding. The event is highlighted here and here. This essay is also published by PCI here.

The views expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the Nautilus Institute. Readers should note that Nautilus seeks a diversity of views and opinions on significant topics in order to identify common ground.

This report is published under a 4.0 International Creative Commons License the terms of which are found here.


II. NAPSNET BLUE PETER ESSAY BY PETER HAYES

IDEATIONAL POWER IN A REALIST WORLD: PAN-PACIFIC BRIDGE BUILDING BY NON-STATE ACTORS

March 7 2019

Let me begin by thanking Pacific Century Institute for making this award.

The Building Bridges award is a great way to recognize what it takes to cross borders, open lines of communication, and create value. It is truly an honor to receive it.

I also especially like that the Building Bridges website showcases the Sydney Harbor Bridge!

I may be the tallest awardee to date, but when I look at the bridges built by past recipients such as my mentor Professor Bob Scalapino, I feel very small indeed.

Nonetheless, I’d like to reflect on how Nautilus Institute built bridges across the Pacific for the last 26 years since we reconstituted it in 1992 after from Australia via the Philippines with a back pack and a baby.
I say we deliberately as this was a joint project undertaken by myself and my partner in life, Lyuba Zarsky, co-founder of Nautilus, often co-author, and now proud co-grand-parent.

Together, we set the tone for our then staff, known as Nautiloids, with what later became Nautilus’ vision:

“We hold,” it says, “that it is possible to build peace, create security, and restore sustainability for all people in our time.”

As we get older, “our time” is dwindling rapidly—but this vision is also realistic in these sense that it is achievable.

We continued:

To this end, we convene a community of scholars and practitioners who conduct research on strategies to solve interconnected global problems.

Underlying this approach is the notion of “ideational power.” This is really an old concept in new fancy words,[1] but it is important, because it defines how we have worked for the last quarter of a century at Nautilus.

In our prior, Cold War, incarnation we produced books and articles at the speed of airmail and hard copy publishing, usually over weeks, and sometimes years. Even mass media coverage involved days to communicate before the wire services kicked into action.

We had important direct impacts. For example, we know our 1987 study Chasing Gravity’s Rainbow on the Kwajalein missile range and possible missile test arms control measures led ultimately to the creation of the 2002 Hague Code of Conduct on Missile Proliferation to which 139 states now adhere.

But when the Cold War ended, the world splintered, the Web arrived, and everything changed. In 1994 and we began to post the Northeast Asia Peace and Security Network or NAPSNet daily report on our website, and email it, first to hundreds, then thousands of readers, filling in with forward faxing when needed—as occurred for years from Tokyo to Pyongyang.[2] In effect, we used our unique knowledge and access from the Cold War era to “arbitrage” across thinly populated knowledge black holes in relation to issues such as North Korea.[3]

In turn, this conjuncture of information systems with urgent post-Cold War insecurities enabled us to deploy our ideational power in three distinct ways, by:

1. Introducing heretical ideas into policy battles, for example, by advancing via NAPSNet the notion that the DPRK was using nuclear threat not for deterrence, but for compellance, as “the barrier that makes the water flow,” to force the United States to change its hostile policies, and could be negotiated with, not merely contained, let alone destroyed.[4]

2. Contesting conventional wisdom and circumventing gate keepers, especially status quo thinks tanks, for example, by controverting myths such as “The DPRK will collapse soon;”[5] and

3. Stimulating civic diplomacy at the transnational level, for example, by building the iconic Nautilus Unhari village wind-power project to show it was possible to do business with North Koreans which was simply inconceivable in the dominant security paradigm.[6]

Information Axioms
In 1999, we codified how Nautilus exercised ideational power in a set of Information Axioms.[7]

Two of these axioms are very important to anyone who sets about building virtual bridges across the Pacific.

**Common Knowledge**

The first axiom is the notion of *Common Knowledge*. This is *not* consensual knowledge, where you have come to some mutual understanding.

Rather, it is simply ascertaining that some fact, some reference, is understood to be known to the “other” so that you can navigate to a common starting point.

We deliberately set out to create Common Knowledge over the last two and a half decades.

To this end, we provided the first legal “export” of a USG approved 386 generation 1980s era laptop to then UN Mission DPRK official Han Song Ryol. In 1994, we flew him to the Bay Area for training on how to use email, and helped him get his first Hotmail email address; and we transferred a computer to the DPRK so that our counterparts could read NAPSNet via email.[8]

I tell you this because ideational power requires information channels to be open, especially in crises, so that weak or inactive links can be activated to provide additional communication options to leaders at various levels.

Let me give you an example of how common knowledge works. In 1994, we began to build a DPRK energy database, now 24 years old, and still in use. We then convened training workshops with energy experts from each country, including the DPRK, to use the same LEAP software. The result was a shared vocabulary with North Koreans and the international community to discuss the DPRK’s energy economy.

In April 2004, while we were in Beijing conducting such a workshop, I got a phone call from a USG official in Washington who asked me to give a message to the North Koreans. “Tell them they are shitheads from me,” he said. I asked him why. He replied that President Bush, taking a major political risk, had just made the first unconditional offer of medical aid after the Ryongchŏn train explosion disaster, and the DPRK had not responded. I relayed this to the head of the DPRK delegation, who I knew well. That was a Saturday. By Monday, the DPRK had communicated its willingness to accept the USAID team, and they arrived in Pyongyang two days later.

So ideational power is real. It enables non-state actors to help people do things that they wouldn’t otherwise have done—the classic definition of the exercise of power.

Of course, it has its risks. In one NAPSNet Special Report, we published a satirical essay by Bob Carlin.[9] The story was titled “Wabbit in Free Fall.” The story line was how DPRK First Vice Foreign Minister Kang Sok Ju lamented to a meeting of North Korean diplomats in New York about how the Ministry of Foreign Affairs now longer had any influence on the DPRK’s policies in Pyongyang. Bob was actually highlighting the myopic nature of US policy that strengthened DPRK hardliners.

Unfortunately, the ROK mass media did not realize that “Wabbit in Free Fall” was entirely fictional. For a day, it was emblazoned as headline news in the major newspapers in Seoul. This was funny—but also not—because who knows how the North Koreans read the Korean newspapers reporting in Korean on what a former US intelligence analyst was reportedly saying in English about what one of their seniors was saying, in Korean, in New York.
We concluded that in future cross-border, cross-cultural, and multilingual bridge-building, we would refrain from including satire in the building materials.

**Information Degradation and Small Worlds**

The second axiom I want to highlight is *Information Degradation*. As anyone who knows thermodynamics and organizational theory is aware, the information dispatched is never the information received.

In the course of building the wind power plant in Unhari, we discovered a simple but hugely important fact: from our digital download of continuous grid measurement in the village, it was evident that the DPRK from 1998-2000 was operating on 50 and 60 hertz at the same time in a nominally 60 Hz grid. This simple fact told us that there was no integrated national grid; and the DPRK grid was too small and unstable to operate the light water reactors under construction at a cost of $5 billion in the DPRK at Sinpo, period.

The distance from electrons in the grid to the digital readout in the village power station to our team and then to US policy makers via the Perry review in 1999 was very short. This is how networks use the small worlds effect to exercise ideational power.

**Powerful Ideas and Conducive Conditions**

However, not all ideas suffice to create ideational power. The ideas themselves must be based on deep research to the highest standards; and the analysis must be authoritative. But that isn’t enough to make lend influence to a merely powerful idea.

A potent idea must also offer a new vocabulary or definition of an intractable problem, thereby redefining the solution(s). Such an idea often presents multiple meanings to different users—that is, it is polysemic; and this attribute makes it possible for ideational entrepreneurs to find policy champions who in turn lend legitimacy to the idea in different constituencies. Thus, the idea may need to be formulated in an elastic or ambiguous manner to accommodate different even conflicting interests, at least in the moment.

For example, the concept of a nuclear weapons free zone in Northeast Asia implies greater reliance on conventional forces which many military officers find attractive—just as those from internationalist wing of Japan’s polity find it attractive because it supports the ultimate elimination of nuclear weapons and Japan’s Peace Constitution—a very different resonance.

Thus, a nuclear weapons free zone may have valence not only because it is a rational policy response, but because of its emotive content.

Another authoritative Special Reports also appeared on NAPSNet. Former State Department counsel Patrick Norton chose NAPSNet in 1997 as the vehicle to publish his study of the legal aspects of ending the Korean Armistice, almost the only publicly available study of the subject.

Like good whisky, it has aged well, and two decades later, is now more topical and widely read than when it was published thanks, to all of people, President Trump.

To be effective in an era of fake news, spoofing, and devaluation of expert knowledge by the leaders of states—all morbid systems of a post-hegemonic interregnum—the exercise of ideational power requires a narrower focus on authoritative research that policy makers can lean on for support, but also can appeal to new constituencies.
To that end, we have also committed to supporting three partnerships, each of which is an ideational force multiplier in East Asia anchored in South Korea.

The first is participation in the annual Jeju Forum, the premier regional networking event in Northeast Asia and the magnificent child of East Asia Forum and of Chung-in Moon’s vision, and in which Pacific Century Institute played an important seeding role.[17]

The second is to serve in an editorial role with the most important regional policy journal, Global Asia, founded by none other than...Chung-in Moon, which cross-posts NAPSNet essays.

The third is to advise the Asia Pacific Leadership Network core group, an important emerging network of Asian leaders on nuclear weapons issues, co-convened by Chung-in Moon.

Conclusion

None of this ideational work—7400 postings for the last 24 years—is done by only one person, least of all by me. Our core team over the years includes not only staff such as energy expert David von Hippel, in-house public intellectual Richard Tanter, and human resource expert Joan Diamond, but also our board members and donors, an invisible college of dozens of former Nautiloids, and a network of roughly 40 partner organizations.

In this regard, I have personally benefited from intellectual joint ventures with Korean colleagues, especially with Kiho Yi;[18] and with Chung-in Moon, with whom I was fortunate to co-edit an anthology on identity and community formation in Northeast Asia aimed at the next generation of scholars and intellectuals in the region.[19]

I hope that this short, selective history demonstrates reason for hope, that civil society-based, non-state actors will continue to use ideational power to build pan-Pacific bridges leading to sustainability, security and peace in our time.

They are not the only bridge builders and cannot achieve their goals alone.

But their responsible use of ideational power will assist the next generation of leaders willing to embrace uncertainty and each other to walk across these bridges together.

Thank you for your attention and thank you again to Spencer Kim, Angie Pak, and the Pacific Century Institute for organizing this wonderful celebration.

III. ENDNOTES


[8] “On November 30, 1993, Hayes initiated communication with US Government concerning transfer of a computer to enable NAPSNet counterparts in the DPRK to receive NAPSNet product. After much review, Nautilus was authorized in May 1994 by the US Commerce Department to transfer a 386 IBM clone desktop computer to the DPRK. This became the first of three computers transferred to the DPRK (more precisely, two more 486s were approved in years following for “export” to the DPRK UN Mission in New York).” Hayes et al, op cit, 1999.


[10] We compared our results at the Unhari site with measurements we collected at other sites around the DPRK some of which were time-coincident with our measurements; which told us that at least two separate grids were operating simultaneously on different frequencies.

[11] Polysemy means that the idea contains multiple meanings and/or offers partial solutions to the stakeholders in the problem, including linked problems. That is, the idea offers enough for everybody to buy into a policy coalition.


IV. NAUTILUS INVITES YOUR RESPONSE

The Nautilus Asia Peace and Security Network invites your responses to this report. Please send responses to: nautilus@nautilus.org. Responses will be considered for redistribution to the network only if they include the author’s name, affiliation, and explicit consent.
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